A novel virtual phase calibrating model plane method for coordinate calibration in fringe projection profilometry is presented in this paper. Plane (X -axis and Y -axis) calibration and height (Z -axis) calibration are studied respectively. The virtual phase calibrating model plane method is designed to calibrate the coordinates. Experimental results show that the proposed calibration procedure using the virtual phase calibrating model plane method is more efficient in that it needs only to grab and process one series of images of the model plane, whereas the traditional calibration method requires at least two series of images.
Introduction
In fringe projection profilometry, the method based on phase shifting profilometry (PSP) [1, 2] can obtain the measured object's 3D profile from the unwrapped phase of every pixel in measured object. The unwrapped phase is obtained by projecting a sine fringe to the measured object, grabbing the modulated fringe images by the measured object, processing the grabbing images to get the wrapped phase, and demodulating the wrapped phase using spatial phase unwrapping algorithms [3] [4] [5] . In the processing period from the unwrapped phase of the measured object to the 3D profile of the measured object, the measurement system must be calibrated correctly; this involves the height calibration (Zaxis) and the plane calibration (X-axis and Y -axis).
Many people have done research on these calibrations [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and presented many corresponding solutions, such as Srinivasan [11] , Zhou and Su [12] , Asundi [13] , Xu [14] , Hung [15] , Sitnik [16] , and Liu et al [17] on the height calibration, and Li and Su [18] , Sitnik [16] , Lilley [19] , and Huntley [20] [21] [22] [23] on the X-axis and Y -axis calibration. Though all of these practical solutions are more accurate than before, there are many defects and limitations that must be modified and improved. All these plane calibration methods need to collect at least two series of images. One is a pure fringe image series of the model plane produced by projecting a sine fringe to the model plane, which provides the phase information of the model plane at a different location; the other is an image series of the model plane exposed to white light, which provides the relationship between the image coordinate of feature points and their 3D coordinates. A lot of time will be wasted on grabbing and processing the mass data of the two image series.
In this paper, we present a novel virtual phase calibration model plane method, which only grabs and processes one image series, i.e. a pure fringe image series of the model plane, to obtain the coordinates of the X-axis, Y -axis and Z -axis. Section 2.1 describes how to extract the feature information of the virtual phase calibrating model plane by using phase shifting technology. Section 2.2 discusses the relationship between the image coordinate and the object coordinate by using the least-square map function method [24, 25] . In section 3, we consider in detail the height calibration using piecewise linear interpolation [17] . Section 4 gives some experimental results.
The X-axis direction and Y -axis direction calibration
The measuring system is shown in figure 1 . The model plane is overlapped by a standard white plane with a set of identical black circles (radius, r = 10 mm; distance between the centre of circles, d = 40 mm) and located on a special linear translation stage. The special linear translation stage can move along the Z -axis, and the model plane's normal is parallel to the Z -axis. The detailed calibration scheme is shown in figure 2 . At the first step, the model plane is placed at height Z 1 = 0, where it represents the XY plane in the space coordinates (X, Y, Z = 0). At the second step, we grab a sequence of nine fringecontoured π/4 phase-stepped images of the model plane. At the third step, by processing the grabbed images, the wrapped phases of the model plane are obtained, and then the unwrapped phase φ 1 is calculated from sine patterns and grey codes for all pixels. At the fourth step, we accumulate the front eight frames of the nine frames of fringe images to get a mean grey-scale image. Then the positions of the black circles are determined. The centre coordinates of the black circles and phase φ 1 of the model plane are regarded as the feature information of the model plane. Based on this feature information, the coordinates (x, y) for each pixel (i, j ) can be obtained. By now, we have finished the calibration of the X-axis and Y -axis at height Z 1 = 0. At the next step, we move the calibration plane to a new height Z k (k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , K ), and repeat the steps mentioned above. Thus we accomplish the calibration of X-axis and Y -axis at the height Z k (k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , K ), and obtain the unwrapped phase φ k (k = 1, 2, . . . , K ). Finally, with the method of piecewise linear interpolation, the Z -axis calibration is obtained.
Extracting feature information of the model plane
When the model plane is moved to height Z k (k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , K ) along the positive direction of the Z -axis, the light intensity I k of the modulated image series is
where r k (x, y) is the reflectivity of point (x, y) in the model plane at height Z k , A k (x, y) is the light intensity of the background, B k (x, y) is the amplitude of sine fringe, and φ k (x, y) is the wrapped phase.
Using phase-shift technology of N + 1(N = 8) steps [7] , namely the phase of sine fringe projected to the model plane shifts N + 1 times with π/4 phase step at height
we can obtain K groups of fringe image series, and each group contains nine frames of fringe images. The light intensity I k(n+1) of each frame image is
where r k(n+1) is the reflectivity of point (x, y) at each frame image at height Z k , A k(n+1) the light intensity of background at each frame image, B k(n+1) is the amplitude of sine fringe, φ k(n+1) is the wrapped phase at each frame image, n = 0, 1, . . . , N (N = 8), and N is number of times of phase shifting.
Then by accumulating and averaging the front eight frames of fringe images of each group of fringe image series, the mean light intensity I ksum is written as
Comparing equation (1) with (3), we can see that the phase disturbance of the sine fringe is eliminated. So, when eight fringe images are accumulated and averaged, a new mean grey-scale image of no fringe information can be obtained. Figure 3(a) gives one frame of fringe images of the model plane, and figure 3(b) gives the mean grey-scale image. We can see that the fringes are eliminated in figure 3(b) .
Because it does not contain fringes, the mean grey-scale image does not contain modulated phase information. So when processing it to get the feature information of the black circles, we need not unwrap the modulated phase information, whereas the unwrapped phase is a puzzling subject with mass and complex computation. Thus it becomes simple and fast to get the feature information of the model plane. After we process the mean grey-scale image with thresholding and morphological technology, we can get the marginal points of these black circles with a circle radial scanning method, and get the centre coordinates (i k , j k ) of these black circles with a least-square fitting method. Hence, we obtain the feature information of the model plane. With a least-square map function method, the map relationship between the object coordinate system and the image coordinate system can be obtained; this will be described in the next section.
The map relationship to implement the X-axis and Y -axis calibration
The origin point (0, 0, 0) in the object coordinate system is set at the centre point of the left upper black circle, and this origin point remains fixed during the measurement. The map relationship between the object coordinate system and the image coordinate system can be obtained and written as
Re
where Re al X k (i, j ) is the X coordinate of every pixel point
is the Y coordinate of the point, N is the number of pixels of the model plane, and c mn and d mn are coefficients which can be obtained by estimating the minimum error sum squares of the black circles' centres. Because the radii of these black circles and the distances between the centres of circles in the model plane are known, the centres' coordinates (i ok , j ok ) and the 3D coordinates (x ok , y ok , z ok ) of every black circle can be obtained. We introduce the centres' coordinates (i ok , j ok ) into equations (4) and (5):
where Re al X ok (i, j ) is the X coordinate of every centre (i ok , j ok ) of black circles at height Z k , and Re alY ok (i, j ) is the Y coordinate of the point. The error square sum of equations (6) and (7) is respectively
where Error X o is the error of the X coordinate of these black circles' centre, ErrorY o is the error of the Y coordinate, and total is the number of black circles in the model plane. Concretely, when the partial differentiation of error square sum (equations (8) and (9)) is zero, we use simultaneous equations (equations (10) and (11)) to obtain the coefficients c mn and d mn .
When the coefficients c mn and d mn are obtained, the X-axis and Y -axis coordinate (x k , y k ) of every pixel point in the model plane at height Z k can be obtained by introducing their pixel coordinates (i k , j k ) into equations (4) and (5) . This means that the calibration of the X-axis and Y -axis is realized.
The Z-axis (height) calibration
The paper adopts a piecewise linear interpolation method to realize the Z -axis calibration. At first, the phases . Then the method of Z -axis calibration mentioned above is repeated, until the measurement accuracy is satisfied. The details are described in the following.
In the detection range of the fringe projection system, the height of the measured object is encoded in the phases φ k and the heights Z k ; an abridged general view is shown in figure 4(a) . E p is the centre of the exit pupil of the projection lens and E c is the centre of the entrance pupil of the imaging lens. The plane Z 1 is regarded as the zero reference plane, and plane Z K is the highest calibration plane. The distance between these two planes is H ; the measured object lies in this range. Point P in the image plane corresponds to point φ(i, j, k) . Namely, when the height of the measured object lies in the range between Z 1 and
The phases φ(i, j, k) of the model plane at different heights are regarded as reference phases. Using these reference phases, the unwrapped phase φ M (m, n) of the each point M(m, n) in the image coordinate system of the measured object is obtained. Then, using piecewise linear interpolation, the height Z M (m, n) of the point M(m, n) is obtained:
where Using equations (12) and (13), we can calculate the height of the measured object. After confirming the phase of the model plane, we can use a look-up table to reduce the quantity of mathematical operations, from the four additions, single multiplication and single division found in equation (12) . This then simplifies the computations required to two additions and a single multiplication, which improves the processing speed considerably.
Results and discussion

The experimental results of the X-axis and Y -axis calibration
A measured plane, with dimensions length × width = 100 mm × 130 mm is placed vertically on the worktable. Figure 5 gives the image of the measured plane at different heights Z k . Figure 5(a) shows the plane at height Z k = 60 mm, and figure 5(b) shows the plane at height Z k = 100 mm. We can see that the length and width in the first image are about 204 and 265 pixels respectively, whereas the length and width in the second image are about 212 and 275 pixels. This means that a large error will be introduced if X-axis and Y -axis calibrations are not done. The error is shown in figure 6 .
When we adopt the virtual phase calibrating model plane method to calibrate the X-axis and Y -axis, the X coordinate and Y coordinate of every pixel of the measured plane is obtained. Thus the length and width of the measured plane can be obtained, as shown in table 1. We can see that the error of the length and width between these two images at Z k = 60 and 100 mm is 0.2 and 0.1 mm respectively, which is very small. Figure 7 gives the length error and width error of the measured plane at different height Z k after calibration. We can see the error is small and flat.
The experimental results of the Z -axis calibration
Within the detection range of height, about 150 mm, we grab the fringe images of the model plane at 11 heights, which are Z = 0. To analyse conveniently, we give the error scheme, shown in figure 8, when using different reference planes from the experimental results in tables 2, 3 and 4.
From above experimental results, it can be seen the Z -axis do well and the reference planes participated in the interpolation distribute more uniform in the whole measurement field, the results of interpolation are more perfect. 
Conclusions
A virtual phase calibrating model plane method for coordinate calibration in fringe projection profilometry is developed. The method only grabs one image series of the model plane to extract the feature information of the model plane, which is the phase information and the centre coordinate of the black circles of model plane. The method uses a least-square map function method to do the X-axis and Y -axis calibration, and piecewise linear interpolation to do the Z -axis calibration. Experimental results are given, which prove that the proposed method can realize plane calibration and height calibration economically. Compared with the traditional ways of calibration, the virtual phase calibrating model plane method reduces the hardware requirement of the system, and simplifies the process of grabbing and processing data.
